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Learning Goals

● Describe the pros and cons of working as a team
● Recognize the importance of communication in collaboration
● Recognize the need to have multiple communication channels
● Select an appropriate communication tool for a given communication goal
● Ask technical questions effectively
● Write clear and specific GitHub issues, pull requests, and comments
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We all work in a team
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Bubble Sort Monopoly Game

https://www.productplan.com/glossary/bubble-sort/

https://www.amazon.com/Monopoly-Classic-Replacement-Board-Hasbro/dp/B00DOZ2IBM

Scooter App

Teedy Self-driving car

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2020/07/17/5-ways-self-driving-cars-could-make-our-world-and-our-lives-better/

Https://dribbble.com/shots/12512417-Scooter-Rental-App/

https://teedy.io/en/#!/

Moon landing



[Activity] Working solo vs as a team
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vectorstock.com/23988884

http://vectorstock.com/23988884


Working as a team to design & implement software 

+ Establish a collaboration process
+ Meet with the team
+ Divide work and integrate
+ Share knowledge
+ Resolve conflicts
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Stages of Team Formation
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Tuckman, B. W. (1965). Developmental sequence in small groups. Psychological Bulletin, 63, 384-399.
http://wiki.doing-projects.org/index.php/How_to_successfully_go_through_the_Five_Stages_of_Team_Development

Emotion

Performance



Establishing norms is an important part of team formation.
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https://cmu-17313q.github.io/projects/P2/1_teamprocess/
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Select the right comm. tools
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Ambler, S. (2002). Agile modeling: effective practices for extreme programming and the unified process. John Wiley & Sons.

Q. Why would you need multiple communication channels?



Establish communication patterns

● Asana, Trello, Microsoft Projects, …
● Github Wiki, Google Docs, Notion, …
● Github Issues, Jira, …
● Email, Slack, Facebook groups, …
● Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype, Phone call, …
● Face-to-face meetings
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17-313 Communication channels

● Slack
● Regular meetings (Lectures, Recitations)
● Office Hour
● Gradescope
● Webpage
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Check out other projects’
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Communication expectation

● Quality of service guarantee
○ How soon will you get back to your teammates?
○ Weekend? Evening?

● Emergency
○ Tag w/ 911
○ Notify everyone with @channel 
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Working as a team to design & implement software 
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+ Meet with the team
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+ Share knowledge
+ Resolve conflicts
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How to run a meeting

● The Three Rules of Running a Meeting
○ Set the Agenda
○ Start on Time. End on Time.
○ End with Action Items (and share them - GitHub Issues, Meeting Notes, …)
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How to run a meeting

● Set and document clear responsibilities and expectations
● Make everyone contribute

○ Possible Roles: Coordinator, Scribe, Checker
○ Manage Personalities
○ Be Vulnerable
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Random Advice

● Note takers have a lot of power to steer the meeting
○ Collaborative notes are even better!

● Different meeting types have different best practices
○ Decision-making meeting
○ Brainstorming meeting
○ One-on-one meeting
○ Working sessions
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https://www.atlassian.com/blog/teamwork/how-to-run-effective-meetings
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Is this issue useful?
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https://upthemes.com/blog/2014/02/writing-useful-github-issues/

Q. What is missing from this issue? 



Writing useful Github issues
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https://upthemes.com/blog/2014/02/writing-useful-github-issues/



Writing useful Github issues

● Issue should include:

○ Context: Explain the conditions that led you to write the issue

○ Problem or idea: The context should lead to something

○ Previous attempts to solve

○ Solution or next step (if possible)

● Don’t be vague!

○ Include environment settings, versions, error messages, and code examples when 
necessary
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https://wiredcraft.com/blog/how-we-write-our-github-issues/

https://docs.github.com/en/issues/tracking-your-work-with-issues/about-issues



Writing useful Github issues

● Check out guidelines
○ Google: https://developers.google.com/issue-tracker/concepts/issues
○ Rust: https://rustc-dev-guide.rust-lang.org/contributing.html#bug-reports

● Don’t assume the solution
● One issue per issue
● Keep titles short and descriptive
● Format your messages
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https://developers.google.com/issue-tracker/concepts/issues
https://rustc-dev-guide.rust-lang.org/contributing.html#bug-reports


Mention or assign appropriate people
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You can use label

● Break the project down by areas of responsibility
● Mark non-triaged issues
● Isolate issues that await additional information from the reporter
● Example:

○ Bug / Duplicate / Documentation / Help Wanted / Invalid / Enhancement
○ status: wip, status: ready to implement, status: needs discussion
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https://rewind.com/blog/best-practices-for-using-github-issues/

https://nira.com/common-github-issues/

Pytorch/pytorch Tensorflow/tensorflow Just-the-docs/just-the-docs



Don't forget to follow-up and close issues

● closes/resolves #issue_number
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https://rewind.com/blog/best-practices-for-using-github-issues/



Pull requests
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https://blog.carbonfive.com/why-write-good-pull-requests/



How to write good pull requests
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https://www.pullrequest.com/blog/writing-a-great-pull-request-description/
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How to write good pull requests

● Remember that anyone (in the company) could be reading your PR
● Be explicit about what/when feedback you want
● @mention individuals you want to involve in the discussion and mention why. 

○ “/cc @jesseplusplus for clarification on this logic”
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https://github.blog/2015-01-21-how-to-write-the-perfect-pull-request/

https://betterprogramming.pub/how-to-make-a-perfect-pull-request-3578fb4c112



Consider the size of PRs
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https://twitter.com/iamdevloper/status/397664295875805184?s=20&t=EckdvW89m8RJgndHvWvV8Q
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https://hugooodias.medium.com/the-anatomy-of-a-perfect-pull-request-567382bb6067

With this number in mind, a good pull request should 
not have more than 250 lines of code changed

https://smartbear.com/learn/code-review/best-practices-for-peer-code-review/



Offer useful feedback

● If you disagree strongly, consider giving it a few minutes before responding; think before 
you react.

● Ask, don’t tell. (“What do you think about trying…?” rather than “Don’t do…”)
● Explain your reasons why code should be changed. (Not in line with the style guide? A 

personal preference?)
● Be humble. (“I’m not sure, let’s try…”)
● Avoid hyperbole. (“NEVER do…”)
● Be aware of negative bias with online communication.
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https://github.blog/2015-01-21-how-to-write-the-perfect-pull-request/



Avoid Duplicates

● “Duplicate of” issue/pull request number
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Be a nice person
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Working as a team to design & implement software 

+ Establish a collaboration process
+ Meet with the team
+ Divide work and integrate
+ Share knowledge
+ Resolve conflicts
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Knowledge Sharing



43
https://about.gitlab.com/topics/version-control/software-team-collaboration/

https://octov



Know your audience

● Internal document for your team (e.g., meeting note)
● Documentation for project contributors
● Documentation for non-developer collaborators (e.g., UX researchers)
● Documentation for developer users
● Documentation for clients with no software knowldge
● User manual for end users
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https://stackoverflow.com/questions/31279359/new-to-coding-can-anyone-assist-me

https://www.memesmonkey.com/topic/help+me+help+you#&gid=1&pid=3

[Activity] How to ask questions
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Q. what is wrong with this SO question?



Make it easy for people to help you

I am trying to ___, so that I can ___. 
I am running into ___. 
I have looked at ___ and tried ___.
+ I’m using this tech stack: ___.
+ I’m getting this error/result: ___.
+ I think the problem could be ___.

48 Https://techtonica.org/

http://kwugirl.blogspot.com/2014/04/how-to-be-better-junior-developer_25.html



Avoid Duplication

49
https://imgflip.com/i/2m81ep



Use threads

● Threads help us create 
organized discussions around 
specific messages, without 
adding clutter to a channel.

● You can manage thread 
notifications.

51 https://slack.com/help/articles/115000769927-Use-threads-to-organize-discussions-



Working as a team to design & implement software 

+ Establish a collaboration process
+ Meet with the team
+ Divide work and integrate
+ Share knowledge
+ Resolve conflicts

5
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Escalation

● Make sure that everybody is working from the same set of facts.
● If an impasse occurs, find the person who can resolve.
● Ensure that every problem has an ultimate decider

● Goal: Find a resolution to the problem and move forward.
○ (Not “score points”)
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Team survey
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Working as a team to design & implement software 
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What you need to know

● Describe the pros and cons of working as a team
● Recognize the importance of communication in collaboration
● Recognize the need to have multiple communication channels
● Select an appropriate communication tool for a given communication goal
● Ask technical questions effectively
● Write clear and specific GitHub issues, pull requests, and comments
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